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The unthinkable is happening in Lynnwood – a village
with centuries of guilt on its conscience.
Who wouldn’t want to live in an idyllic village in the English
countryside like Lynnwood? With its charming pub, old dairy,
friendly vicar, gurgling brooks, and its old paths with memories of
simpler times.
But behind the conventional appearance of Lynnwood’s villagers,
only two sorts of people crawl out of the woodwork: those who
hunt and those who are prey. Visitors are watched by an entity
between the trees where the Dark Ages have endured to the
twenty-first century. Families who have lived behind stone walls
and twitching curtains know that the gusts of wind blowing
through the nearby alluring Forest bring with them a stench of
delightful hunger only Lynnwood can appease.
Thomas Brown is a graduate of the University of Southampton, where he
studied MA Creative Writing. He has been Co-Editor of Dark River Press and
has written for a number of magazines, websites and independent
publishers.
In 2010 he won the University of Southampton’s Flash Fiction Competition
for his story, ‘Crowman’. He is also a proud member of the dark fiction
writing group: Pen of the Damned. Literary influences include Friedrich
Nietzsche, Poppy Z. Brite and Thomas Ligotti.
"A dark and disturbing horror story set in a picturesque village. Full of rich description, it depicts the
horrifying, ravenous secret lurking beneath the surface of the village. I would recommend this to fans
of classic English horror as well as fans of Stephen King."  ̶ Lucy O'Connor, Waterstones
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